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Why Practice PSIP?

What is PSIP?
PSIP is a practice toward everyday software quality.
Productivity and Sustainability
Improvement Planning (PSIP) is a
lightweight, iterative workflow that allows
software development teams IDENTIFY
opportunities to iteratively and
incrementally IMPROVE software practices
and processes [1]. By practicing PSIP,
teams are able to REALIZE process
improvements without a disruption to any
current development processes. PSIP is a
technique used alongside tools e.g.
GitHub, Kanban, Agile, etc. or stand-alone.

How does PSIP help mitigate technical risk?
Step by Step.

02 Set Goals

01 Summarize Current
Project Practices
• Write brief practices
summary document
• High level description, a few
pages.

03 Construct Progress
Tracking Card (PTC)
•
•

Track PTC values.
Adjust strategy if needed.

04 Record Current PTC Values

• Set baseline values for future
reference.

06 Execute Plan

• Increase PTC values by
improving selected practices.
• Track issues progress.

PSIP utilizes progress tracking cards (PTC). Progress tracking cards
are concise visual aids that record your goals, deliverables, and
milestones to internally compare your team's progress toward an
intended goal. PTCs are not meant to be external assessments or
evaluation tools. PSIP can help develop best practices and using
PTCs will help keep track of progress toward an objective. You can
also use or share PTCs when communicating to other teams about
goals and how you know when you will have met your objectives.

When would I, or my team, initiate PSIP?
Use PSIP to upgrade team practices immediately.
PSIP can be initiated at anytime, especially when you or your team are
1) onboarding new team members unfamiliar with your current process,
2) your code has a new set of users/collaborators who need to
understand your process for version control, and 3) the growth and
success of your code base requires your team to interface with other
teams more frequently. Practice PSIP to track software quality initiatives,
reach goals, identify gaps, or upgrade team practices anytime.

Get started with the “Rate my Project”
poster to your right.

Construct from PTC catalog
or create one.
Select only a few items.

Productivity and Sustainability
Improvement Planning (PSIP)
Workflow

07 Assess Progress
•
•

• Identify practices ready for
improvement.
• Select those with near-term
payoff.

PSIP can help mitigate technical risk.

05 Create Plan For Increasing PTC
values
• Define practice improvement
steps.
• Be specific, track issues.

How do we use Progress Tracking Cards?
Pull PTCs from a catalog, modify, or create your own.
We are populating a catalog of PTCs [2] so you can grab cards off the
shelf or get started on your own. You can have more than one PTC, or
several sub-tasks associated with PTCs. PTCs can be Agile Epics,
GitHub Milestones, Projects, Issues, or even simple checklists. You and
your team choose what meets your needs most. See our GitHub repo for
examples on how you can integrate PTCs into your projects.
bssw.io/psip

The key to PSIP is understanding where you are starting from, setting
goals, and tracking your progress. The way you implement PSIP is by
creating and using progress tracking cards (PTC). Tracking your
progress can help mitigate technical risks to meeting project
milestones.

Get started on your own or with a
PSIP IDEAS-ECP facilitator. Group
and team training available! We
come to you.

PTCs
created by
EXAALT

Card: Testing

Card: Continuous Integration

0 Initial Status : No comprehensive testing framework in place.

0 Initial Status : No comprehensive CI framework in place.

1 Add 1-3 example tests using the existing CMake infrastructure
(CTest).

1 Develop a minimal Docker image with EXAALT dependencies.

2 Add 1-3 example tests using the ‘Boost Test’ library.

2 Implement a minimal ‘yml’ script for the CI pipeline.

3 Integrate the CTest infrastructure with the new Boost tests.

3 Update EXAALT Docker image to leverage CMake, and create a
ParSplice-specific image for build testing.

4 Integrate the Boost-enabled CTest framework into the CI pipeline.

4 Generate step-by-step “how-to” Docker image documentation.

5 Bonus: Work with EXAALT team to add more advanced tests to
improve code coverage.

5 Extend CI to automate build and functionality testing with both
CMake and Boost.

Contact us bssw.io/psip
Or chat with us on Gitter!

Example
Card created
by Mike
Heroux

gitter.im/bssw-psip

psip
Upgrading team practices
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